Software testing plays a crucial role in software development life cycle. Without testing, quality of software product is questionable. Mutation testing, widely accepted fault based testing technique. Aspect Oriented Programming is a new methodology that introduces the concept of modularization. AspectJ is an aspect oriented programming language that provides the concept of pointcut and advice. With new features, AOP introduces new faults that can be easily handled by mutation testing. In this paper, we evaluate the available AspectJ based mutation testing tools and identify the basic requirements that must be satisfied by any developed tool.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is the activity of establishing confidence that a system does what it is supposed to do and does not what it is not supposed to do. Since it is impossible to build an error-free system, testing a system is an essential process in software development. Thus, a great deal of research on software testing has been carried out for many years [2, 4] .
Traditionally, software systems have been developed in a procedural environment and then in object oriented environment. Recently, a new approach to system decomposition has become popular called aspectoriented programming (AOP), which makes it possible to clearly express programs involving such aspects, including appropriate isolation, composition and reuse of the aspect code [5, 12] .
The advent of object-oriented methodologies pulled the state of the system into individual objects, where it could be made private and controlled through access methods and logic [31] . This leads to the current situation: Developers are still having difficulty fully expressing a problem into a completely modular and encapsulated model. Although breaking a problem into objects makes sense, some pieces of functionality must be made available across objects. Aspectoriented programming (AOP) is one of the most promising solutions to the problem of creating clean, well-encapsulated objects without extraneous functionality.
The purpose of this work is to attempt to evaluate advantages and limitations of the current AspectJ based mutation testing tools. In this paper, we will find out the basic requirements to develop a mutation testing tool for AspectJ based systems. In this paper, we will compare the available AspectJ based mutation testing tools on the basis of requirements and identify the limitations. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the mutation testing process. Section 3 describes the current aspect oriented mutation testing tools. Section 4 describes the basic requirements to develop a mutation testing tool. Finally, section 5 makes a conclusion on the requirements on the basis of current aspect oriented mutation testing tools and proposes future research plans.
MUTATION TESTING
Fault-based testing strategies test software by generating test data that will find specific, common types of faults. Mutation testing is a faultbased testing technique, proposed by DeMillo, Lipton, and Sayward [1] in 1978. Mutation testing is a software analysis method in which faults are deliberately injected into a program, in order to determine whether or not a set of test inputs can distinguish between the original program and the programs with injected faults [3] . Mutation analysis is based on the adequacy criterion that seeks to measure the quality of test data used to exercise a given program (mutation adequacy) [4] . The quality of a test set is related to the ability of that test set to differentiate the program being tested from a set of marginally different, and presumably incorrect, alternate programs. Thus, the goal of the tester during mutation analysis is to create test cases that differentiate each mutant program from the original program by causing the mutant to produce different output [32] .
The two basic assumptions underlying the mutation technique are the competent programmer hypothesis and the coupling effect [33, 34] . The competent programmer hypothesis states that the competent programmer will produce programs, which, if not actually correct, are close to being so. In other worlds, a program written by a competent programmer may be incorrect, but it will differ from a correct version by relatively simple faults. The coupling effect states that complex faults are coupled to simple faults in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple faults in a program will detect most complex faults [35, 36] .
Mutation testing process
The processes of traditional mutation testing are as in the following [37, 38] This testing process is graphically shown in Figure 2 . The solid boxes represent steps that are automated by traditionally, and the dashed boxes represent steps that are done manually [37] . 
CURRENT ASPECTJ BASED MUTATION TESTING TOOLS

MuAspectJ
Jckson and Clarke proposed a mutation testing tool for aspect oriented programming named, MuAspectJ [7] . MuAspectJ generates mutants for AspectJ programs based on aspect oriented and non-aspect oriented specific mutation operators. MuAspectJ evaluated in terms of the quality of generated mutants. To evaluate the quality of mutants benchmarking metrics is used against well known Java mutation testing tool, MuJava [8] . The quality is in terms of location coverage and mutation density. Location coverage is a measure of the proportion of locations for which mutants are generated. Mutation density is a measure of the number of mutants that are generated for a location [8, 9] .
Mutation analysis is the way to measure testability and can be used in testing experiments. Primary goal to develop MuAspectJ is to measure the testability of AspectJ programs through experiments. To generate and evaluate mutants, Health Watcher system is used [10, 11] . MuAspectJ uses pointcut, advice and declarations locations to implement mutation operators for mutant generation [12] .
MuAspectJ is implemented as an eclipse plug-in that operates on AspectJ projects. 
AJMutator
Delemare presents a mutation testing tool for mutation analysis of AspectJ Pointcut Descriptors named, AjMutator [13] . To generate a set of mutants, AjMutator implements several mutation operators that introduce faults in pointcut descriptors [14] . AjMutator classifies the mutants according to the set of joinpoints they match compared to the set of joinpoints matched by the initial PCD. An interesting result is that this automatic classification can identify equivalent mutants for a particular class of PCDs. AjMutator can also run a set of test cases on the mutants to give a mutation score.
AOP introduces new kinds of fault types that should be addressed by testing techniques. Faults can be located in the advice, in the PCD or can arise from the composition of the aspects. The PCD is the place that is the most fault-prone in an aspect, as observed by Ferrari et al. [12] .
AjMutator automatically classifies the mutants by comparing the sets of joinpoints matched by the mutant and the initial PCD. They automate this classification at compile time by leveraging the static analysis performed by the compiler that computes the set of joinpoints matched by the PCDs. This classification is benefit to conclude the equivalent mutants if the mutants matches the same set of joinpoints.
If the set of joinpoint is different, the advice is not correctly woven, and it can cause huge side effects.
AjMutator is separated in three distinct parts: 1. The generation of mutant source files from AspectJ source file 2. The compilation of the mutant source files 3. The execution of a test cases on the mutants to calculate the mutation score of this set of test cases The component, parser builds an abstract-syntax tree (AST) for each PCD in the AspectJ source files. A pretty-printer then produces a mutant AspectJ source file for each mutant AST. The parser has been developed using SableCC [15] , an open-source compiler generator. The mutation operators are implemented using the visitor pattern. After the mutants have been generated, they need to be compiled. It relies on the abc compiler [16] , which is an alternative compiler for AspectJ. The information is then used by AjMutator to classify the 
ProteumAj
The tool implements reference architecture for software testing tools named RefTEST [20] , from which the main functional modules were derived. Proteum/AJ supports the four main steps of mutation testing, as originally described by DeMillo et al. [ 
Advice Tracer
Delamare proposes a test-driven approach for the development and validation of the PCD. They developed a tool, AdviceTracer [25] , which enriches the JUnit API with new types of assertions that can be used to specify the expected joinpoints. AdviceTracer can determine at runtime which advice (defined in a particular aspect) is executed and at which place in the base program. This information can then be used to build oracles that specifically target the presence or absence of an advice, and do not just check if the advice executes correctly [12] .
The AdviceTracer tool [25] allows a programmer to write test cases that focus on checking whether or not a joinpoint has been matched by the PCD [27] . More precisely, AdviceTracer is used to specify an oracle that expects the presence or absence of an advice at a particular point in the base program. Test cases can specify the PCD without executing the behavior of the advice [26] .
Angalabagan & Xie' Tool
Angalabagan proposed a new framework that automatically identifies the strength of each pointcut and generates pointcut mutants with different strengths [6] . Developers can inspect the pointcut mutants and their join points for pointcut correctness or choose the mutants for conducting mutation testing. They conducted an empirical study on applying our framework on pointcuts from existing AspectJ programs [12] . The results show that the framework can provide valuable assistance in generating effective mutants that are close to the original pointcuts and are of appropriate strength.
The proposed framework serves the following purposes: generating relevant mutants and detecting equivalent mutants. Finally the framework reduces the total number of mutants from the large number of initial generated mutants. The framework also classifies the mutants and ranks them using a string similarity measure to help the developer choose a mutant that resembles closely the original one.
The input to the framework is AspectJ source code and Java bytecode of the base program. The output from framework is a ranked list of pointcut mutants for each original pointcut in the AspectJ source code and the differences of the join points matched by the original pointcut and the pointcut mutants.
The main components of framework are: pointcut parser, which identifies pointcuts in the given AspectJ source code, joint point candidate identifier, which identifies the join point candidates from the given Java bytecode for the base program, mutant generator, which forms mutants for the pointcuts identified by the pointcut parser, and pointcut tester, which verifies the join point candidates identified by the candidate identifier against a pointcut identified by the pointcut parser. In general, the pointcut tester, developed based on an AspectJ unit testing framework [28] , can be used to verify pointcuts of an aspect class without weaving the aspect code to the base program.
REQUIREMENTS TO DEVELOP A MUTATION TESTING TOOL
From the evolution of these aspect oriented mutation testing tools, we identifies some requirements that should be provided by mutation based testing tool [18, 28, 29] . The identified requirements are as follows: 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Despite the weakness of these mutation testing tools, we find them indispensable. These tools provide a different way of testing research. Major weaknesses of these tools are performance, complexity and user interfaces. Major disadvantages of available AspectJ based mutation testing tool is that they support only specific technique. We should develop a complete testing tool which includes at least important testing techniques. Another drawback is that different tools provide different interfaces which are difficult to remember as well as complicated to handle`. Even for the same testing technique, features of different tools are different which makes it complex to choose the best tool. Use of different external tools to develop different testing tool is another drawback of these tool. AspectJ based system level mutation testing is completely missing. Our future scope is to develop an AspectJ based system level mutation testing tool with use of only one external tool named, JUnit. We will try to develop a complete mutation testing tool for unit as well as system level to overcome the drawbacks of currently available mutation testing tools.
